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RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE TRIPS AGREEMENT AND THE CBD

TO

The US, in all her proposals, argues that there is no conflict between TRIPs and the CSD
and sticks on to its submissions in IP/ClW/257.Comparing
Article 1 of the CBD and Article 7 of
the TRIPs, it argues that the objectives of the two documents do not run counter to each other
and are mutually supportive. But the US version clearly depicts only a literal interpretation,
not
taking into account the spir,it of the Convention. It is well accepted that CBD is not reflecting the
resource depletion issue alone. Instead, it highlights the issue as a result of the extensive piracy
over biological resources of the countries rich with genetic resources. It is an accepted fact that
the gene hunt over the components of biological diversity is facilitated by their use value or the
knowledge associated witih them without
which, bioprospecting
lacks any content.
This
knowledge associated with the biological resources is also a product of the human intellect,
which cannot be protected by the standards set in the CBD alone and there is a need to
integrate it into TRIPs Agrteement. It is the absence of provisions in the TRIPs Agreement to
protect traditional knowledge while granting patents to the products based on traditional
knowledge that creates conflict between CBD and TRIPs while implementing
the obligations
under these agreements.
The US also opines that "the .objectives of the TRIPs Agreement as stated in Article 7, are
the protection and enforcement of intellectual property rights in a way that contributes to the
promotion of technological innovation and to the transfer and dissemination of technology, to
the mutual advantage of priOducers and users of technology and in a manner conducive to social
and economic welfare, and'to a balance of rights and obligations". It is submitted that Article 7
of TRIPs cannot be misintel'ipreted to create the impression that the TRIPs philosophy is running
parallel to that of the CBD. Article 7 of ~
shows the balancing of public interest with the
monopoly rights granted under the IP regime. In another way, it provides for the benefits that
m~Q-the
society in return for tb.e_gcanL.oJ intell~Sl~LalJ?i..qp~~_tyrigFils-;-vlz'_EC9motion
of technological lrlnovatior;1, transfer and dissemination of technologY;-sodal-and
economic
welfare etc. What CBD en~isions is altQgether a different system .-~~-""'"'~~_
where it claims .. some
kind of
........•. ~,- _...•.",.~ ...•..
ret u~ns for ...ttL~..l,Jsg. QLgeD.,eJJ..s...9..IJ9..-e!QLQg1c;;"qLr:g~S2,!J!.,~.g~.•.~'l~ ..?s~i~~~(:L~r ~gi.tip 0 Stl_tQ9_\Y
~~9.ge to
the providers of such resomrces or TK for which there is no space in the TRIPs. In the 'TRIPs
contexrmne~~flexJDiTftyafforaeCf
un e'r'it,:"tnese resources ana' fne-'knowle'd~lEr forms part of
the public domain, which iSiopen to appropriation by anybody without any obligation to pay back
the provider while they assume the character of proprietary elements under the CBD, This
underlying conflict lifts the veil of the balance set by the US proposals by comparing the
objectives of the Convention and the TRIPS.
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• Prepared by HRD Chair on IPR, Centre for IPR Studies, Cochin University
682022, Kerala, India.
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The US submits that there is no express obligation under (BD regarding disclosure
requirement in patent Law1. India has eLaborated this point earlier and reiterate that (BD not
being an IP instrument does not create patent disclosure requirement. But Article 16.5 of the
CBDobliges countries to co-operate to ensure that patents and other IP rights do not run counter
to the objectives of (BD. It is also having a mandate to elaborate and negotiate an international
regime on access to genetic resources and benefit sharing. Bonn and Doha are the two outcomes.
III

Collection of Genetic Resources by the US Governmental Agencies consistent
CBD principles of PIC and Benefit Sharing on Mutually Agreed Terms

with the

United States argues that' its governmental agencies and US-based companies are doing
bioprospecting activities consistent with the principles of PIC and benefit sharing; it also talks
about its efforts to be i'n Line with the Bonn Guidelines2• It may be true that US may be taking
step internally. BLitthes:e steps are inadequate to solve the concern of misappropriation through
issue of bad patents a~d the transboundary nature of the problems of bioprospecting.
The
contractual agreements I cannot ensure international compliance with the principles of PIC and
benefit sharing, as it is;8ifficult to enforce a foreign obligation for an act that is not prohibited
in the country in which jit is to be enforced. It is an established fact that enforcement of laws
involving multiple jurisl~ictions, the binding nature and enforceability
of foreign judgments/
obligations are alwayshloot
points. Yahoo! - Nazi case illustrates this point very well. The
French Jewish and antiiracist groups initiated legal action against the California based Yahoo!
web portal when the li3tter allowed Nazi memorabilia .(items such as SS daggers, swastikas,
photos of death camp vi!ctims, replicas of Zyklon B poison gas canisters etc.) to be sold on its US
auction pages3• As the ~'rench Laws bar the dispLay or sale of racist materials, the French court
ordered that French int;ernet surfers should be denied access to US pages hosting the auction.
Though Yahoo! banned I the saLe of hate- reLated items from all the sites, it challenged the
decision on the ground Ithat the offending sites were aimed primarily at the American market
and were therefore protected by the US freedom of speech laws. Subsequently, the US Federal
Court ruled that Yahoo!!was not bound to tailor its non-French sites to French laws. This clearly
demonstrates the diffidJlty of enforcing foreign judgments based on contractual obligations in
US that are not express~y regulated in US though Legislation. There is no law enacted by US till
date to ensure that non1compLiance of the CBOobligations by the US nationals in other countries
can be enforced in USjurisdiction.

,

The US argues tllat the proposed disclosure requirement would lead to uncertaintl.
It
cites examples where tt:le resource is indigenous to one country, but freely available in several
other countries; the d~gree of relationship between the claimed invention and the relevant
genetic resources or TK:; and whether the national courts or national IP offices would have to
interpret other nations'ILaws ete. This cloud of uncertainty, in the US point of view, would have
IP/C/W/449 paragraph 4
IP/C/W/449 paragraph 6
:
3 See http://www.guardian.co.iuk/international/story/0.3604.893642.OO.html:
also see
http://www.thein'fLlirer.netf'Jal'ticle=2
1207. htthttp://www.cyberI'ights.org/ dOCLlIllents/yahoo _y'a. pdfp:/ Iwww.vnunet.com/personal-computer-world/ne
ws/2 04 2 96 3/yahoo-backscase,
4 IP/C/W/449
paragraph g and IP/C/W/434 foot note 7
I

2
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"Jotential detrimental effec:t~ on innovation and technological development, economic incentives
( Jf the patent system and the benefit sharing undei' the ABS regime. The confusion or uncertainty
is definitely a result of the misreading of the proposed disclosure requirement. There are three
types of disclosure requirements proposed. They are (1) disclosure of source and country of
origin of the genetic materials. and associated traditional
knowledge used in the patent
application; (2) disclosure of the evidence of prior informed consent and (3) disclosure of thl'?
evidence of benefit sharing agreement. As is evident these disclosure requirements are intended
to achieve different objectives of the (BD. The US deliberately tries to read these requiremencs'
together and create confus'ion to avoid internationally binding solutions to the problems.
It is clear from the proposals that the disclosure of source and country of origjn 1S
primarily aimed at preventing the grant of bad patents that lack novelty or inventive step. The
uncertainty as 'proposed by the US is very minimal when it is compared to the certainty it gives
to the patent system in ensuring that bad patents are not issued. This is evident from the
number of cases that came up before the USPTO and the EPOs. It is good for the patent system
to avoid issue of bad patents rather than revoking it after being issued. The procedure for
revocation of patent is morre expensive, burdensome than making a disclosure of the source and
country of origin. The frequent revocation of patents would surely create more uncertainty to
the patent system and prevent technological innovation and free flow of information in the area
of genetic resources and iassociated traditional
knowledge. The obligation is only to make
reasonable efforts to finding out the information. Since this information is part of a lot of such
information collected by the patent applicant for filing an application it is not correct to argue
that it is an additional obligation.
The US puts forward that erroneously granted patents are rare exceptions rather than the
rule • But the high rate 'of erroneously granted pateflts on inventions involving biological
resources and associated traditional knowledge tells the other side of the story. In all the above
situations, we can see that the new disclosure requirement, being crucial in the determination
of novelty and inventive step, can effectively remedy the problem of issuance of such bad
patents. In other words, it would act as a crucial factor in the determination of patentability
of
biotechnological inventions.
6

The mandatory requirement of disclosure of source and country of origin would solve the'
problem raised by US of genetic resources indigenous to one country and freely available in
different countries. In such cases the source would be the country from where the applicant
received the genetic material and the country of origin is the country to which the genetic
resources is indigenous. It i's not clear how the patent office is going to be forced to interpFeL,
the law of other countries in such cases.
It is also not correct to argue that the other two disclosure requirements would create
uncertainties and additiomil burden to the patent office. The obligation is only to produce
evidence issued by the legally recognized authority of the country from where access is made.
Same is the case with the agreement to share the benefit. There is not going to be any dispute if
this is obtained based on the requirement of the law of the country. Only in cases where the
.applicant committed fraud there could be a dispute. Raising disputes during the opposition
proceeding for failure to scitisfy the requirements of the patent law is not new to the patent
office. In such cases parties would be providing adequate and convincing evidence to the patent

5
6

List of cases attached separately.
IP/C/W/449 paragraph 9

office to establish their daims. The job of the patent office is only to evaluate such evidence'
and decide the claim. It is 'the case of PIC and agreement of benefit sharing. The Patent office is
not expected to interpret the content of these documents but only to find out whether it is
issued by an authority rec,:ognized by the law of the country. It is difficult to appreciate how
interpretation
of foreign law is involved in such cases. It is the failure of US to correctly
appreciate the different objectives of ti'le proposed disclosure requi rements that created
confusion.
C.

Proposed options for achieving
erroneously grants'd patents.

appropriate

access, benefit

sharing,

and preventing

The US proposes m~ny options to achieve the objectives of the CBD7 and provides that a
contract based national regime with an international outlook, supplemented by the guidelines of
international instruments ~:Vouldbe an ideal one. The CBD system, as it exists now, is in line with
the proposition of the US Le. CBD supplemented by the Bonn Guidelines and guidance from the
Intergovernmental
Committee on Genetic Resources, Traditional
Knowledge and Folklore.
Despite this, the number
bad patents and instances of misappropriation are increasing and the
objectives like PIC andbel:jlefit sharing are not often met. It is to be remembered that the TRIPS
mandate on biotechnologiq:al inventions and the flexibility afforded under Article 27 of the TRIPs
without any uniform intel:-national pattern ultimately results. in the grant of bad patents by
different nations. Since thr problem is issue of bad patents and failure to respect the rights and
obligations of holders of tnaditional knowledge based on which the patent is issued, the solution
I
must also be based on tMe patent law and TRIPs Agreement. Since protection of traditional
knowledge is an intellectuial property issue, a TRIPs based solution is only just and reasonable.
The new disclosure requir6~ment can bring to a great extent uniformity and certainty in relation
I
to these concerns. A contract-based system, how much perfect it is, cannot ensure the
effectiveness and enforcE~ability of international
principles governing the area. This itself
manifests the need for a l?inding international disclosure requirement regarding the source and
country of origin (to deal !with bad patents) and evidence of ABS (to promote PIC and benefit
sharing) under TRIPs Agre~ment to enforce national norms. There is no need for opting for a
multiple forum solution or! international arbitration when there can be a "one stop shop" at the

or

VVTO.

:

I
D.

Specific objectives,! on achieving widely shared objectives

The US argues th:at the submissions of India and Brazil that the new disclosure
requirement would not be ia stand-alone system makes it clear that in the absence of a national
regime, the new disclosur~~ requirement would be of little or no utility and so the primacy is to
establish national regimesBi' It is submitted that this line of argument does not take into account
the aim of the proposed: requirement of disclosing the source and country of origin. This
requirement is to ensure 1:hat misappropriation of genetic resources and associated traditional
knowledge are not encouri~ged through grant of patents on good and bad inventions relating to
. genetic resources. Given tljle different nature of the prior art and inventive step involved in case
of genetic resources and! traditional
knowledge associated with it, disclosure of source and
country of origin can SUrE:!lyhelp the patent office to request for more information
from the

1P/C/W/434

7

81P/C/W/449

paragraph

14

patent applicant during examination
of the application
to ensure that bad patents
are nCJ~
issued. This can surely prevent biopiracy and misappropriation
of traditional
knowledge by th(patent applicant. This is clearly one of the objectives of CBD and this can be achieved anl.i' .,'
changes are introduced in the patent law and not through national access legislation.
This alsc
adds to the certainty and legitimacy of the patent system. Disclosure requirement
is not costly
as the contract-based
system envisaged by the US.

Disclosure of source and country of origin also facilitate ensuring the CSD objectives
of
PIC and benefit sharing.
Production of the evidence of PIC and benefit sharing along with the
patent application are proposed specifically to achieve this. It is in this context the proposal
from India and Brazil emphasized
the need for national systems to support the international
obligation in this regard. Thus, it is absolutely a misreading that the object of the new disclosure
requirement of source and country of origin is of "little or no utility", as interpreted
by US,
. without national regime 011 PIC and benefit sharing. Even without a national regime on PIC and
. benefit sharing, disclosure' of source and country of origin could surely prevent the biopiracy and
misappropriation
of traditional
knowledge associated with genetic resources by preventing iSSUE:
of bad patents.
The options contaimed in a contract-based
system as proposed by the US, viz. choice of
forum, choice of law, ililternational.
arbitration
provisions governing
transboundary
issues,
enforcement issues ete. are concerns of private international
law not requiring an international
debate. Since the issue addressed in CBD and TRIPs require international
norms, solutions based
on private international
law are inadequate.
It is submitted by US that a contract based system
"can be international
in its outlook" with "provisions relevant to cross-boundary
dispute or
enforcement
issues". This presupposes
the need for internationally
binding ..obligation
rather
than simpre use of private international
law principles within national regime. This binding
obligation can easily be achieved by integrating it with TRIPs obligations.
It is this aspect that
India and Brazil emphasis when arguing for a binding disclosure requirement
of evidence of PiC
and benefit sharing along with patent application.

The US also opines that a contract-based
ABS regime can be an effective
monitoring·'
. system by mandating disclosure of any commercial application utilizing the resources or TK9. It is
to be noted that in the case of genetic and biological resources,
monitoring is a very difficult
task and not technically and politically feasible especially when it leaves the country of origin 10.
One of the major uses of genetic resource and traditional
knowledge
associated
with it is
through the patent system. Patent system acts as incentive to the commercial
use of genetic
resource and associated
knowledge
that too creating
monopoly.
The attempt
through the
disclosure
of source and country
of origin in the patent
system is the prevention
of
misappropriation
of the knowledge by creating bad monopoly. So a solution within the patent
system for monitoring
the use of genetic
resources
and associated
knowledge
is more
appropriate and effective than fragmented
nation based contractual
system as proposed by the
US.

IP/C/W/449 paragraph 18
Glowka, "The Next Rosy Periwinkle Won't be Free: Emerging Legislative
Environmental {'olicl' lInd LCIl-l'. 27/6 ( 19?7) p.445
<)
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Framework

to Implement

Article

15",

US attempt in the submission is to equate disclosure requirement and production of
evidence of PIC and benefit sharing to that of regulatory measures in case of health,
environment and other matters. It is submitted by US that like these regulatory measures, PIC
and benefit sharing coLild be monitored through national regulatory authorities
and patent
system need not be strained for this 11. It is to be noted that the patent system do take care of
preventing issue of bad patents even in case of health and environmel1t related inventions. It is
the' same concern that 'is addressed in case of genetic resource and associated traditional
knowledge by mandating the disclosure of source and country of origin. Unlike health and
environmental regulation that takes care of public interest at large what is regulated in case of
PIC and benefit sharing is protection of individual and collective rights on property. Property
relations are internation'ally regulated through binding property laws and not through public
regulatory measures. It ]s this obligation under CBD that is to be enforced through the TRIPs
provisions. In this sense both CBD and TRIPs are international obligations to protect and regulate
property rights individu~l and collective in nature. It is the sovereign right over genetic
resources and individual !3nd collective rights over traditional knowledge associated with genetic
resources that are to be protected through PIC and ABS. These are clearly property rights issues
and not public safety measures to be addressed by regulatory agencies. This requires
internationally binding If;~gal obligations rather than contractual relations. It is this important
issue that US is attempti:ng to sideline by suggesting for a contract-based solution. The US also
submits that the patent: system does not condone or legitimize misappropriation
of genetic
resources or TK in violati\Jn of domestic requirements and that as in the case of other regulatory
r~quirements, inclusion qf civil or criminal liability for non-compliance can adequately take care
of the question of en{orcement.
This seems over simplification
of the issue, Only an
internationally binding d,bligation under TRIPs can effectively address this issue of conflicting
property rights.
i
(ii) Benefit Sharirl~

I

I

The US observes, that "establishing national access and benefit-sharing
systems is
essential before engagirg in discussion of supplemental
patent disclosure requirements.
Furthermore,it would seem prudent to determine areas of inadequacy, based on experiences, of
existing national systems/in order to more fully consider these matters12,"
Of course, a national
ABSregime is necessary Ifor the proper running of the whole system.' But it is not correct to
argue that establishmenti of national access system is a pre-requisite for discussing international
framework. There are malny instances where international norms are set before national systems
are put in place. This is: all the more true with new and emerging areas. An example is the
protection of copyright in digital environment. The issue was internationally
discussed and the
WIPO Treaties, 1996 c~oncluded before. many countries particularly
developing and least
developed countries coul'd even experience the problem, let alone having a legal framework to
find solutions 13. The j~Jstification for this effort is to prevent violation
of rights and
misappropriation of profi;ts 14. The international framework is now leading to the introduction of
national systems. The U~!introduced Digital Millennium Copyright Act, 1998 to implement the
WIPO Treaty came into bperation only in 200015, The same is the attempt in case of genetic
.
I
resources. If the proposea mandates were enforced, that would serve as a compelling factor for
;
II
12
13
14
15

IP/C/W/449 paragraph 21
IP/C/W/449 paragraph 23
See www.wipo.org/treaties/en/ip/wct/
- 26k
For a detailed discussion, see! Mallaly Ficsor, The Law of Copyright and the Internet, Oxford
Seewww.copyright. go vii egis] a ti on/d mca. pd f

University

Press, 2002.

th9 implementation or nabonal ABS regimes. Nothing other than a mandate under the patent law
can bring in such a compelling effeC to preven violation of rights over genetic resources and
associated traditional knowledge. The objectives of the CBO can thus be basically built on the
patent law supplemented by the domestic contract-based system. The domestic regime} how
much effective it be, can only require that PIC and benefit sharing are to be obtained prior to
the grant of access. Its enforcing capacity is very weak unless supported by an internationai
obligation. Also it cannot prevent the grant of bad patents. But if the proposed mandates em:
made obligatory in the international level, all the concerns will be properly addressed. So the
establishment of an international
obligation assumes primacy.
It is to be noted that many
countries have already enacted national laws for ABS and others are in the process of doing it.

Another conclusion made by the US is that "the remedy proposed itself (invalidation due
to non-compliant disclosure, ete.) would destroy or have significant negative consequences on
the benefit being sought, rather than ensuring that the benefit would be shared with the
appropriate party.
This would clearly fail to meet the shared objective
of ensuring the
equitable sharing of benefits arising out of the utilization of genetic resources andlor traditional
knowledge16." The goal of the disclosure requirement primarily is to prevent the issuance of bad
patents thereby preventing misappropriation of genetic resources and associated traditional
knowledge. Together with the evidence of benefit sharing and PIC, it promotes the equitable
sharing of benefits. When there is patent protection involved, an enforcement mechanism within
the patent framework will: be more effective. The sanctions are proposed for ensuring that PIC
and fair and equitable benefit sharing agreements are obtained in compliance with the national
law of the country'of origir:'l of the genetic resources. The sanctions will be affecting only in case
. of fraudulent claims and not the bonafide ones. These sanctions will be imposed on the
fraudulent or non-disclosurre of the evidence of benefit sharing} PIC and fraudulent disclosure of
the source and country of origin. The intention is to protect the legal rights of the conservators
of the knowledge or the rE~sources.The nature of the benefit, the mode of its sharing ete., are
the concerns of the domestic regime. For example, if the person providing the genetic resources
is giving only the raw material and he does not have any knowledge upon its use value, he can
claim returns for the mere supply of the resources. It is a wrong notion that patent monopoly is
essential for the sharing off benefits and that if there is no patent, no benefits can be shared.
US also argued that "rather than attempting to single out applications involving patents
and trying to deal with them with a new patent disclosure requirement that may negatively
effect technological development, a more appropriate solution would be strengthening national
regimes outside the patent systems in order to take a comprehensive, holistic approach and
address all instances of commercialisation
of misappropriated
resources andlor traditional
knowledge that need to be addressed outside the patent system in any event,,17. It is true that
misappropriation of traditilimal knowledge and genetic resources mayor may not include patent
protection. The new patent disclosure requirement can only deal with situations where there is
misappropriation through patents. The instances of other forms of commercialisation
are dealt
by the national ABS regime. But it is wrong to say that since the patent disclosure requirement
does not cover all instances of commercialisation,
such a requirement is not necessary. When
_there is a patent, it is only through the new requirement we can better assess the novelty and
inventive step in the claimed invention and thereby prevent the grant of patents to ineligible
claims. The ABS regime can do nothing in relation to the grant ?f bad patents. Thus the long-

16
17

IP/C/W/449
IP/C/W/449

paragraph
paragraph

25
26

cherished objective of the CBD, that genetic resources and the knowledge associated with theni
are not misappropriated, can be achieved to a greater extent by the new requirement
when
there is a patent, while the other objectives of benefit sharing and PIC are taken care of at the
domestic level. So we cannot undermine the significance of the new patent disclosure
requirement on the ground that it does not cover all instances of commercialisation.
The United States believes that any international effort should not be focused on new
patent disclosure requirements but rather, on efforts to encourage -the establishment
of
appropriate access and benefit-sharing systems that (1) improve compliance by providing users
. with clear rules for collection of genetic materials, and (2) help ensure that where uses of
genetic resources or traditional knowledge are made, benefits are equitably shared with the
appropriate parties 18. Thus the US also accepts the need to establish an ABS regime with rules
for strict compliance ensuring equitable benefit sharing. The easy way of promoting such a
national regime is to crea'te internationally
binding obligations in the field, clearly spelling out
the requirements of discl.osure of source and country of origin, prior informed consent and
benefit sharing as proposed. If these proposed requirements are made mandatory, that itself will
force the nations to implement laws regulating access. Also, the various examples cited by the
US in footnote 20 do not! undermine the relevance of establishing an international
disclosure
requirement. It is also tol be noted that all those concerns can be adequately addressed while
entering into the benefit s,haring agreement conditioned by PIC.
(ili) Preventing

I

Err,oneously Granted Patents
I

It is heartening thc:lt "the United States generally shares concerns regarding erroneously
issued patents,,19. But refuses to accept that the proposed disclosure requirement
does not
2o
address the issue of badpatents . It was explained by India that it is crucial in determining
novelty and inventive steJ:i, giving useful hints in relation to the existing prior art and a way to
inquire the extent of invefntiveness21. As noted by Brazil in Paragraph 4 of its statement, the
patent disclosure requirerinent is " ...critical in ascertaining whether or not the applicant has
invented what he claims i in the patent, or has just found it in nature or obtained it from
traditional cultures. This; is especially important when the TK used in the invention is
undocumented and exists in oral form, or is documented in a local language. Disclosure of source
and country of origin of
resource and TK would enable a better assessment by the patent
examiner of the novelty ahd the inventive step involved in the invention".
Paragraph 13 clearly
explains the role of the ~'equirement as an information material to patentability
in assessing
. novelty and non-obviousne:ss and US accept this as important in their submission22. But US misses
the point that if the disclo~ure requirement is made mandatory, the patent examiner can require
the applicant during the processing of the application to furnish more information to ensure that
patents are not issued' for ineligible
inventions. Thus the problem
of biopiracy
and
misappropriation can be dured to a great extent. The absence of these details along with the
patent application makes ~he prior art search almost impossible and the patent office is often
compelled to issue patent~:; for inventions that do not fulfill the relevant criteria. Revocations of
turmeric and neem patent~: illustrate the same.

the
I

IP/C/W/449
IP/C/W/449
20 IP/C/W/449
21 Submission
211P/C/W/449
18

19

paragraph 27.
paragraph 29.
i
paragraph 28 & 2~j read with IP/C/W/443
of India. Paragrapl!1 12
paragraph 36.

paragraph
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It is also argued that determination
of inventorship, prior art etc. are rooted i;' .~
country's patent law. (Inventorship based on acts of invention; novelty and inventorship b2~:e;i
on the country's relevant art) Information regarding the country of origin or the source i.e.
country locations or ex situ collection sitesetc.
is not relevant to considerations
like
inventorship or prior art and would therefore be of little value in that process23. The primary aim
of the proposed disclosure requirement is to check the issue of erroneously granted patent by
rooting the patent examination on novelty and inventiveness. Both source and country of origirr
are giving useful hints in relation to the holders of the resources and/or the knowledge
associated with them. US refuses to accept the fact that this information clearly facilitate in
identifying the person skilled in the art and whether there exists a prior use or prior publication
of the properties of the claimed invention involving the resources. This is also highly linked with
the practices of a country. Especially when the resource is collected from one country and is
indigenous to another country, the information of both source and origin proves to be more
helpful in ascertaining the patentability
criteria. So the US is not correct in arguing that the
information has nothing todo with considerations like novelty and inventiveness.
US further argues that "the options of organized searchable data bases, informaticm
material to patentability,
and use of effective post-grant and re-examination
procedures"2~
better serve the purpose (i)f preventing issue of bad patents. Assuming but not accepting that
they could be effective, disclosure of source and country of origin is important for the effective
use of these systems. For example the disclosure will surely help the patent examiner to more
effectively use the searchable databases in finding out the prior art and its further analysis. The
disclosure also contribute~; effectively in post-grant and re-examination
procedure since ,the
opponents could collect adequate information on the prior art and obvi'Ousness based) on
disclosure. This is evident 'from the opposition proceedings in the Neem casebefore the EPQ25.
The disclosure of country (p)forigin helped the opponents to prove the teachings in India duding
opposition proceedings reg!arding the healing properties resulting in the revocation of the said
patent.
US submitted that post-grant and re-examination procedures play an important role in
rectifying erroneously granted patents26• It is an established fact that despite the procedL!re.
many bad patents are issued in relation to genetic resources and the knowledge associated with
them. This shows that they cannot effectively deal with the situation. The procedure; a~
proposed by the US is also complex, lengthy, expensive and burdensome. In addition of being
more costly and burdensome, post-grant re-examination and revocation are curative mechan{sm
for the ailment of issue of bad patent rather than preventive steps. What we argue is for a
procedure to prevent issue, of erroneous patent rather than rectifying the mistake committed by
erroneously granting patemts. In this context the proposed disclosure system is an effective
preventive mechanism to the increased problem of issue of bad and questionable
patent
specifically in the area of biotechnology27. The existence of the above procedures coupled with
the mandate of disclosure can adequately take care of the situation, as it is more direct, simple
and cost effective.
IP/C/W/449 paragraph 30.
IP/C/W/449 paragraph 3 I.
25 For a detailed discussion,
see
http://www.womenandlife.org/WLOEen/information/globalization/neembriefmarOS.htmlor
http://www. ifoam .org/press/press/pd
fs/B riefi ng_ N eem .pdf
26 IP/C/W/449
paragraph 33.
27See US FTC Report 011 Patent October 2003 "To Promote Innovation: The Proper Balance of Competition
Law and Policy".
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The US also argues that information that directly relates to the genetic resources and TK
would be more comprehensive than information regarding their source or country of origin2B.
There is no logic in this angument. It is not possible to document the whole knowledge available
in the world let alone the traditional knowledge in a country. Again, the knowledge that is kept
confidenttal by some conlmunities cannot be documented. Since documentation
as proposed
cannot be exhaustive and icomprehensive; it cannot remedy the question of erroneously granted
patents. On the other hand, t.he proposed requirement is giving useful links to the novelty and
inventive step in the claimed invention, thereby preventing the grant of bad patents.
It is quite interesting to note a conclusion made by the US which runs as "in other words,
it is not the act of patenting or applying for patent, but rather the fact that traditional
knowledge or genetic res<lurces were accessed in violation of a national access regime and are
being exploited, based on' that improper access, without obtaining prior informed consent and
without providing for equitable
benefit sharing that is the cause of any potential
misappropriation. ,,29 This i conclusion deliberately
suppresses the issue of violation
of the
property rights and misaplJrOpriation of genetic resources and associated traditional knowledge
by the granting of bad pa~ents. Equally important is the reluctance on the part of US to respect
the valu~ of traditional kli/owledge and the importance of respecting it while using it as a base
for wealth.generationusillg
patent system. Rather than the issue of benefit sharing, the CSD
tries to bring out the gl\bbal issue of misappropriation of genetic resources and assoCiated
traditional knowledge thr~ugh different means including granting of patents good and bad. This
is evident from Article 1p of CBD that mandates the need to use international
intellectual
property.norms supportiv\~ of the objectives of CBD. By using the genetic resources or the
knowledge associated with' them, many are taking pqtents; including those do not even fulfill the
criteria of novelty or inver!ltive step. The US submission fails to convince that the contract based
national system can find ~olutions to these problems. We believe that only a patent disclosure
requirement including thel evidence of PIC and benefit sharing agreement can effectively check
the problem of misappropniation of genetic resources and associated traditional knowledge.

i;<
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The US also addresfes other concerns like additional burden created by the new patent
disclosure requirement on, the patent offices and the applicants30• It is to be noted that the
applicant is required to s:ubmit only some information in the application of which he is well
aware even before the graint of access in the country of origin or the country providing genetic
material) as the case may ibe. In most of the countries) the evidence relating to PIC and benefit
sharing are condition-pre\cedent
for the grant of access. So the new patent disclosure
requirement does not impc~se on him/her any cost or administrative burden while proceeding for
a patent. Likewise) the p:atent office is also· not asked· to test the veracity of the evidence
furnished in relation to PIClor benefit sharing. These two seem to be a procedural formality and
serve as prima facei evidence of compliance. Coming to the disclosure of source and country of
origin of the genetic matebal or associated TK, it enhances the capacity of the patent office in
examining the patent app1lications involving biOlogical resources or TK and serves as a critical
tool in tracking down ap~!lications involving them31• This proposed mandate gives the patent
office useful hints to enqui!re the novelty and inventiveness claimed in the invention.
28
29

30
31

IP/C/W/449 paragraph 32
IP/C/W/449 paragraph 35
IP/C/W/449 paragraph 36
Statement by Brazil. Paragraph, 2

Similarly, the US does not consider the "requirement
for source and/or ongm to a
requirement to disclose information material to patentability"
and adds that thus it cannot
remedy the gr-anting of bad patents. 32.As discussed earlier, this requirement alone can deal with
the problem of bad patent~; whereby the patent office can require the applicant to furnish more
information during the processing of the application. It checks the grant of bad patents by
testing them against the hard stones of novelty and inventive step. Being crucial in the
determination of the criteria of patentability,
it 1S of course .an information
material to
patentability. The USis under~stimating the significance of the proposed mandate.
Another argument extended by the USis that " ...the disclosure requirement would be new
and would provide additional avenue to litigation and other uncertainties that would undermine
the role of the patent system. Particularly where the s.anction would be, as has been proposed,
revocation of the patent right, this would cause undue uncertainties in these patent rights, even
where a good faith attempt has been made to comply with such requirements,,33 .It also adds the
statement of the Biotechnology Industry Organization to the WIPO Intergovernmental
Committee
on Genetic Resources, Traditional Knowledge and Folklore that patent exclusivity is justified on
the risks and investment involved in discovering and developing inventions and that the proposed
requirement and sanctions, that may block the_patent of an otherwise eligible invention would
create unacceptable risks34• Also argues that it would have detrimental
effects on the
developmental incentives of the patent system and benefit sharing. It is an accepted fact that
an invention is eligible for p>atent protection only if it satisfies the universally recognized criteria
of novelty, inventive step and utility. An invention that lacks these basic elements cannot be
protected under patent law only on the ground that there is a huge investment behind it. Thus
the new requirement is n0t creating any unacceptable risk, but adds to the legitimacy and
certainty of the patent system that only the eligible inventions are protected. The sanctions are
only affecting fraudulent claims, without any uncertainty as alleged and a bonafide researcher
need not worry about the same. On the benefit sharing part also, no ambiguity is created. It is
not true that the proposed requirements will have negative effects on the possible benefit
sharing. If a patent is granted, the benefits arising out of such monopoly should be shared with
the resource providers. If there is no patent, true that benefits from a patent cannot be
claimed. But, it does not undermine the possibility of getting benefits from commercialization
or
the grant of access itself. A well tho\.jght benefit-sharing agreement could effectively deal with
the situation. It is to ensure this, the evidence of PIC and benefit sharing are mandated. So there
is no point in arguing that ·the proposed requirements would have negative impact on benefit
sharing or the technological incentives.

}2 IP/C/W/449
}} IP/C/W/449
H IP/C/W/449

paragraph 37
paragraph 38
footnote J I.

